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Celebrate languages
world festivals wall planner

A bright wall planner for the classroom introducing pupils to 
12 languages including some they may be less familiar with.

Languages featured are Irish, Brazilian Portuguese, Thai, Mexican Spanish, 
Basque, Yoruba, Nepali, Italian, Norwegian, French and Japanese.

The wallplanner runs from September to August.

For ideas on using the wall planner in the language classroom, go to
www.routesintolanguages.ac.uk/celebrate

Orders
Price: £5 per wall planner (includes VAT, postage and packing).
Multi-buy offer: 3 wall planners for £10 or 5 wall planners for £15.
Order online at www.routesintolanguages.ac.uk/celebrate

Languages posters
for the classroom

A pack of 5 bright posters for the classroom which include questions 
and activities to stimulate interest in languages.

Packs include updated favourites:
• 700 reasons for studying languages
• Get a taste for languages

Answer sheets for the new posters are available at
www.routesintolanguages.ac.uk/posterpack

Orders
Price: £10 per pack (includes VAT, postage and packing).
Special offer: Buy one pack, get another half price!
Order online at www.routesintolanguages.ac.uk/posterpack

As well as newly created posters:
• What’s the animal?
• Where’s it from?
• What language is it?



Why study languages 2013 calendar
The aim of this calendar is to introduce pupils to unfamiliar languages. Please note that the numbers on this
calendar are cardinal numbers (one, two, three) rather than ordinal numbers (first, second, third).

You can also access the Why study languages 2013 calendar online at www.languagebox.ac.uk/3126/

This is an open website with language and cultural materials for language teachers to share and for other
teachers to use and re-use.

Thank you to all those who have helped in the creation of this calendar
Lisa Bernasek, Kate Borthwick, Erika Corradini, Alison Dickens, Sandra Gadola, Laurence Georgin, Jelena Gledic,
Ole Helmersen, Claire Hield, Liz Hudswell, Marta Jenkala, Krystyna Jenvey, Sheweet Kidan, Helen Mesfin, Greg Toner,
Ying Wang, Marie Weaver, Claire Wilkins.
To the best of our knowledge, the translations have been proof checked by native speakers.

Other acknowledgments
This calendar has been created with funding from the Routes into Languages programme. It is based on a
previous design by Becky Jennings and Jackie Bailey. It was designed and printed by Indigo Press Limited.
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Italiano

Deutsch

Српски / Srpski
 

中文

français

dansk

Gaeilge

Українська

español / castellano

Język polski


